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From domestic abuse and infidelity to second chances and different sex, the members of a support group
learn that there is a lot more life to live after winning their battles breast cancer... Tasha, the newest member
of the group, planned on having a good job, nice house, a husband and her first child by the time she turned
thirty. At thirty four all that's missing is the husband and first child.

When Rhonda met her husband, Harry, she was his pretty young thing on the side and he was her sugar
daddy (him being married was of little concern to her). Now that they're husband and wife there are some
things he just isn't supposed to do anymore, still chasing after younger women being number one on that list.
He says he isn't but Rhonda's gut is telling her otherwise...

Amanda saw the signs when she and her then boyfriend, Mike, were dating (name-calling, a push here, a
shove there), but still decided to marry him. Like most women in this situation she figured he'd change.
Unfortunately she was right, only he didn't change for the better... Through a bond as solid as the most
loving family the members of this support group help one another hurdle life's obstacles with love, laughter
and faith. They're living proof that life can be great after breast cancer...
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From reader reviews:

Belen Riedel:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this PINK OCTOBER e-book written by
well-known writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your hunger then you still uncertainty PINK OCTOBER as good book but not only by the cover but also
from the content. This is one publication that can break don't ascertain book by its include, so do you still
needing another sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already alerted you so why
you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Karen Strange:

This PINK OCTOBER is great publication for you because the content that is certainly full of information
for you who all always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it
details accurately using great plan word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but tricky
core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having PINK OCTOBER in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no book that offer you world in ten or
fifteen tiny right but this book already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs.
hectic do you still doubt in which?

Sandra Bland:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, do you think reading a book can really hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It fine you
can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like PINK OCTOBER
which is keeping the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

Eric Valentine:

A lot of publication has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You
can choose the very best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is called of
book PINK OCTOBER. Contain your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it could possibly
add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about
guide. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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